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Semi-fluidization techniques offer 
immense potential in processes involving 
heat and/or mass transfer 

By partially restricting the free expansion 
of a fluidized bed. simultaneous 
formation of a packed section at the 
top and a hatch fluidized section at the 
bottom takes place. This technique 
offers immense potential in processes 
involving heat and/or mass transfer and 
can be employed in catalytic reactors 1, 
ion exchange columns, solvent ex
tractors, driers, etc. 

Studies have been reported for pre-
dicting maximum and minimum semi
fluidization velocities 1-5, 7-l0, 13-14 the 
packed bed fort-nation 3-4,7-9,12 and 
the pressure drop across the bed 3,11 

although these cannot be regarded as 
comprehensive. The authors have 
carried out a series of experiments and 
details of the experimental set-up and 
materials used are available from the 
authors. 

Maximum semi-fluidization 
velocity 

The maximum semi-fluidization velo
city (Gsmf) has been defined as the 
velocity at which the entire mass of solid 
particles is transferred to the lop and 
gives rise to a packed bed formation 
almost equal to the initial static bed. 
This velocity also corresponds to the 
terminal free fall velocity of the particles. 

There are three methods for finding 
the maximum semi-fluidization velocity; 
(!) linear extrapolation of expanded bed 
voidage, et versus fluid mass velocity 
plot to the value of €f = 1.0 
(2) extrapolation of hpa/hs versus fluid 
mass velocity plot to the value of 
hpa/hn- 1.0 
(3) by calculation of free-fall terminal 
velocity. 

For gas-solid.systems, Fan et al2-4 
observed that values of Gmst calculated 
from free fall considerations are lower 
than those obtained by method (2). 

For liquid-solid systems, Roy and 
Sarma7-9 compared the Gm s f values 
obtained by the above three methods 
and suggested a correlation in terms of 
the Archimedes number. The work of 
Poddar and Dutt5 are similar in nature 
but, instead of the Archimedes number, 
the Galileo number was used. 
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The maximum semi-fluidization velo
cities in the author's work have been 
found by using the first two methods 
(Table 1) and it can be seen that 
comparitively higher values of Gmsf are 
obtained by using the expanded bed 
voidage method. The correct evaluation 
of Ef offer is difficult &, so, far correlation 
purposes, this method cannot be con
sidered very reliable. 

Evidently, the parameters of im
portance in such an operation are the 
modified Reynolds number (Remsf) 
containing the Gmsf term and the 
physical characteristic group, the 
Archimedes number (Ar), having the 
particle size, the densities of the solid 
and the fluid, and the viscosity of the 
fluid. In practice, a relationshio of the 

In Table 1, the values of Gmsf 
calculated by using equation (la) above 
have been compared with those obtained 
experimentally from hpa/hs versus G 
plots; the percentage deviation being 
within 13 per cent exent in one case in 
which it was 23 per cent. 

Minimum semi-fluidization 
velocity 

The minimum semi-fluidization velo
city (G0sf) corresponds to the fluid 
velocity at which the first particle of the 
bed just touches the top restraint of the 
semi-fluidizer. In an experiment it is 
not possible to detect this precise 
moment so the value has to be obtained 
indirectly; either by plotting the fluid 
mass velocity against the pressure drop. 

exist and, on evaluation of the constant 
and the exponent of the function (Fig. I) 
the following correlation has been 
obtained: 
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on log-log paper (two distinct breaks 
are observed, the first corresponding to 
the minimum fluidization velocity and 
the second to Gosf or. from the plot 
'of hf/hs against fluid mass velocity G 
(wherein the velocity of the fluid 
corresponding to hf/hs equal to R 
represents G,osf). 

Fan studied the dynamic charac
teristics of semi-flnidied beds of single-
sized particles for both liquid-solid and 
gas-solid systems and observed that 
Gosf was dependent on the physical 
properties of the system and the bed 
expansion ratio. 

For liquid-solid systems, two corre
lations have been reported; the first by 
Poddar and Dutt', relates the Reynolds 
number corresponding to the onset of 
semi-fluidisation with the Galileo 
number the bed expansion ratio R, the 
sphericity of particles and the packed 
bed porosity, while the other, by Roy 
and Sarma ". relates the ratio of Gosf 
to Gmsf with R and Archimedes number. 
No correlation has. however, been 
suggested for gas-solid systems. 

The onset of semifluidzation velo-
cit has beer, determined by the authors 
from a pressure drop versus fluid mass 
velocity plot and it.is observed (Table 2) 
that the static bed height has no 
appreciable effect on Gosf. Consequently 
an average value of Gosf at a particular 
bed expansion ratio has been used 
irrespective of the static bed height, lis. 

In Table 3, the values of Gosf a bed 
expansion ratio of 2 are given. It can be 
seen that, for a given material (table 
salt), the 'bigger the particle size, the 
greater is the value of G0sf 

Derivation of design equation 
The bed expansion ratio, R is of great 

importance. The position of the movable 
restraint in a semi-fluidizer will give a 
quantitative idea of the upward lift of the 
particle by the fluid. From the trend of 
the data it can be concluded that with 
an increase in the bed expansion ratio, 
the onset of semi-fluidization velocity 
increases. 

For a particular fluid-solid system of 
fixed particle size, the maximum semi
fluidization velocity remains constant, 
so the velocity ratio Gosf/Gmst becomes 
a direct function of the bed expansion 
ratio. 


